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About This Software

EduNumbers is an educational software for children in the age of 3-6.
It has a Quantity Matching section that includes two games: "Match Number to Quantity"
And "Match Quantity to Number". Also games: Number Recognition,, Ascending Series,

Descending Series, Addition, Subtraction, Games: Match Number to Quantity,
Puzzle and Memory Games.

In "Match Number to Quantity" the child must count the number of
fruits in the basket and click the number accordingly. In Match Quantity to Number the child must drag the number of fruits to
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the basket and then click on a button flag when finished. In "Number Recognition" the child must memorize the number of
fruits

showing in white rectangle and after the fruits disappear he must choose the number.
In "Ascending Series" and "Descending Series" the child must fill the

sequence of numbers in ascending or descending order. In "Addition" the child must calculate additions of two given numbers
and then choose answer.In "Subtraction" the child must calculate subtraction of two numbers and then choose the answer.

In "Games":
1. "Match Number to Quantity" the child must count the number of hamburgers and choose the right amount.

2. In "Puzzle" the child must select two matching pictures: the number of objects and the corresponding number and flip them.
When two pictures are flipped they are exposed showing part of the puzzle.

3. In "Memory Games" the child must flip two hamburgers and memorize the place where it appeared to be equal to the
number. When the child flips the right pair the cards pair disappears.
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Title: EduNumbers
Genre: Education, Software Training
Developer:
Olga Karpushin
Publisher:
Shark Software
Release Date: 12 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Any

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Any

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 700 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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Tmp fix:
To world map added ability for teleport to location start.
Its can help if you face VERY RARE bug , when character stuck. Releasing Soon!:
We are gearing up for the Stream Animals release on March 27th! Soon you will be able to take part in the animal mayhem.

Follow us on Twitter or join us on Discord[discord.gg] to stay updated!. Seriously fighting VR game finally released!:
Each of all three stages have three difficulty levels!
If you are confident of your skill, challenge yourself to hard mode!

Forget about being virtual reality and fight for real!. Shovel Knight - Build Notes 7/2 - 1.0D:
Hello again. Our short list of larger improvements and features is growing fast! Until then here is an incremental update with a
focus on making sure everyone's game session runs smoothly! And by that I mean here are some bugfixes!

•Feat progress is now immediately saved upon unlocking. Previously Feats could be unlocked but lost by the regular saving
mechanisms if the game exited or turned off before reaching an autosave point. Very common when completing a "run"
centered Feat.
•Fix: (Alchemy Lab) Sound would loop forever if the Potion Master mid-boss was defeated at a certain frame
•Fix: (Tower: ????) Soft lock involving NPC AI.
•Fix: Double KO during a boss battle disabled access to pause and relic menus for the rest of the stage.
•Potential Fiix: SNES MayflashAdapter and LogitechWingmanRumblepad controller bindings. Please let us know if you are
still experiencing issues with these devices!. New build and competition:

A new build is now live! Including improvements to the editor and some visual upgrades to the spawnpads! Click  >here< for a
full list of changes

Competition Details:. Super Seducer : How to Talk to Girls Dreams of Greatness Fallingcers AHEGAO COLLECTIONS
MIX.:

 Customize your INVENTORY!

 Reflect your own PROFILE STYLE!

 EXPAND your inventory with UNIQUE &LIMITED items!

Special prices for this week.
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Hurry up!

###########################-Visit Our Steam Store Here-###########################
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*************************************************BUY NOW!
*************************************************. Patch 0.1.1 LIVE:
Soliders!

Patch 0.1.1 has been deployed to live servers after a week of testing in the PTE. You may need to restart your Steam Client to
get the patch. We've isolated problems with connecting to the game (both menu and matches) and it should be much better. If
you are still experiencing problems with connecting, we'll have additional topics on our forum with resolutions to them as we
find them.

See the detailed patch notes here[forum.worldwar3.com].

Join in with community discussion, suggestions and file bug reports on our forum at https://forum.worldwar3.com/.

See you on the battlefield!
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